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Distributed Vibration Sensing Over 125 km
With Enhanced SNR Using Phi-OTDR

Over a URFL Cavity
Hugo F. Martins, Sonia Martin-Lopez, Pedro Corredera, Juan Diego Ania-Castañon, Orlando Frazão,

and Miguel Gonzalez-Herraez, Senior Member, OSA

Abstract—We describe the use of a phase-sensitive optical time
domain reflectometer (φOTDR) over an ultra-long Raman fiber
laser cavity allowing fully distributed detection of vibrations over
125 km. Compared to a first-order Raman-assisted φOTDR, this
scheme shows an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is due
to the fact that the relative intensity noise introduced by the Raman
amplification is mostly transferred to a lower frequency range,
where the balanced detection implemented in the setup provides
better suppression of the common-mode noise. The sensor was able
to measure vibrations of up to 380 Hz (limit set by the time of flight
of light pulses) in a distance of 125 km with a resolution of 10 m
and an average SNR of 8 dB with no postprocessing. This implies
a >3 dB improvement in SNR over a first-order Raman-assisted
setup with similar characteristics.

Index Terms—Distributed sensor, optical fiber sensors, phase-
sensitive OTDR, Raman scattering, vibration sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR more than twenty years phase-sensitive optical time
domain reflectometry (φOTDR) has been widely studied

and reported in the scientific literature [1]–[12] due to its po-
tential for fully distributed monitoring of vibrations along an
optical fiber cable. This capability turns out to be very attractive
for intrusion monitoring over large perimeters [1].

Traditional φOTDR sensors have been demonstrated to al-
low the measurement of distributed vibrations of up to 40 kHz
[2]. Dynamic ranges of a few tens of kilometers with spatial res-
olutions in the range of meters have also been reported [3] using
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these systems. The reliability of φOTDR systems has also been
proven in field tests by successfully detecting people walking on
top of a buried fiber [4]. φOTDR systems can also be used for
temperature and strain measurements by analyzing the cross-
correlation of φOTDR traces with different input wavelength
pulses [5].

In φOTDR operation, dynamic range, resolution, and signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) are closely related parameters. Although
for a given resolution the increase of the φOTDR input pump
peak power will increase the dynamic range and SNR, this
approach is limited due to the onset of nonlinear effects [6].
Although specific signal post-processing can improve the per-
formance of a φOTDR [7], a significant increase of the sensing
range can only be achieved using optical amplification [8]–[12].
In particular, distributed Raman amplification seems an ideal
route to achieve this range enhancement, as the amplification
can be engineered to keep the power of the optical pulse almost
constant along the whole fiber length.

A number of different architectures using Raman amplifica-
tion have been proposed to assist distributed [10]–[15] and point
[16] fiber sensors. Different pumping configurations have been
studied using first [10]–[14], second [11], [15], and even third-
order [17] Raman amplification. The noise introduced by the Ra-
man gain process, mainly due to relative intensity noise (RIN)
transfer from the Raman pumps, is one of the main concerns
when using this type of amplification [18], [19]. If not carefully
handled, this can completely mask the signal. In φOTDR op-
eration, Raman amplification can be combined with balanced
detection to reduce the RIN transfer from the Raman pumps.
With this combination, it has been demonstrated the possibility
to extend the sensing range beyond 100 km [10], [11]. Recently,
Brillouin amplification has also been proposed to increase the
sensing range of φOTDR for vibration sensing. In this case,
however, the gain is temperature dependent which can lead to
instability of the system [8], [9].

In this letter, we demonstrate a significant range extension in
a φOTDR sensor by creating an ultra-long Raman fiber laser
cavity (URFL) in the sensing fiber. The key advantage of this
setup over a first-order Raman assistance setup [10], [11] is that
the RIN is transferred mostly in a frequency band below 5 MHz
(unlike the first-order setup which entails significant RIN noise
up to 100 MHz). By implementing a suitable balanced detection,
the RIN noise is completely eliminated. The sensor was able
to measure vibrations of up to 380 Hz (limit set by the time of
flight of light pulses) in a distance of 125 km with a resolution of
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup: Acronyms are explained in the text.

10 m. Since no post-processing, extremely high coherence lasers
or coherent detection methods are required, the complexity of
the scheme is also kept to a minimum. A clear improvement
of the performance of the sensor when compared to vibration
measurements using first-order Raman amplification [10], [11]
under similar conditions is demonstrated. Also, the φOTDR
trace presented higher flatness and therefore higher amplitude
of oscillations in the lower sensitivity points. The sensor was
able to measure vibrations until a higher frequency and with
higher SNR in these points.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The experimental setup used to characterize the φOTDR
over an URFL cavity (shown in Fig. 1) is based on a couple
of minor adaptations of the setup used by the same authors to
characterize first-order Raman amplification [10]:(1) a second-
order URFL scheme was used in the sensing fiber (instead of
first-order Raman) and (2) a different tunable filter was used.

A laser diode driven by a standard current and temperature
controller with a linewidth of 1.6 MHz emitting at 1548 nm was
used as the master source, followed by an optical isolator (ISO).
A semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA), with rise/fall times in
the order of 2.5 ns, driven by a waveform signal generator was
used to create 100 ns almost square pulses. Between the signal
pulses, the SOA was negatively biased so as to enhance the ER
of the delivered pulses. An ER of >50 dB was achieved this way.
An Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) was used to boost
the power of the φOTDR input pulses and reach peak powers
in the pulse of several hundred milliwatts. It was followed by
a tunable filter which presented an approximate gaussian pro-
file with 0.2 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM) and was
used to minimize the effect of the ASE added by the EDFA. As
previously demonstrated [2], the ER greatly affects the perfor-
mance of a φOTDR in normal operation. Although the use of
a SOA allows achieving a high extinction ratio (ER) (>50 dB),
an optical switch may be useful to “window” the input pulses
and further increase their ER, especially when the distance to
be monitored is very large [10]. In this case, an optical switch
with rise/fall times of 200 ns and a typical ER of 25 dB was
used after the tunable filter in order to further increase the ER of
the pulses and reduce the noise delivered into the fiber outside
the pulse. It was driven so as to have a sub-microsecond trans-
mission window synchronized with the pulse. After that, light
passed through an attenuator, which allowed varying the input
pulse power in the fiber.

The fiber under test (FUT), is connected to the common ports
of two WDMs (1310/1550 nm). The input pulse is launched

Fig. 2. RIN transfer functions from URFL (black) and first-order (red) pumps
to the transmitted (solid) and backscattered (dashed) signals in a 125 km span.
First-order pump power is 27.4 dBm per pump (full attenuation compensation).
URFL pump power is 28.5 dBm per pump. Signal peak power: 10 mW.

into the FUT through the 1550 nm (1460–1620 nm) port of
the WDM1. The primary Raman pump is a Raman Fiber Laser
(RFL) emitting at 1365 nm with a RIN <−105 dBc/Hz. The
power of this laser can be tuned up to 5 W. The RFL beam is
divided by a calibrated 50/50 coupler in two beams and each
beam is then coupled into the 1310 nm (1270–1350 nm) ports of
the WDMs. Two FBGs centered at 1455 nm with 0.5 nm FWHM
and with 80% reflectivity are placed in both ends of the fiber,
thus creating the URFL cavity. It is important to understand the
dynamics of this URFL in order to understand the advantage of
this setup over first-order Raman assist. The URFL has itself
a resolvable mode structure, with a spectral mode spacing of
Δυ ≈ 0.8 kHz = c/(2nL), where c is the velocity of the light
in the vacuum, n the refractive index and L the FUT length. In
practice however, and depending on the pump power applied, the
mode structure can be partially or totally erased due to Rayleigh
backscattering and the four-wave mixing between the multiple
modes [20].

URFL amplification is a particular case of second-order, bi-
directional Raman amplification. The RIN transfer function in
bidirectionally-pumped distributed amplification systems dis-
plays a characteristic staircase structure with two superimposed
cut-off frequencies due to the different relative speeds of the am-
plified signal to the co- and counter-propagating pumps. This
effect is less noticeable for the Rayleigh backreflected signals
received in an OTDR, since they reach the receiver after having
propagated both co- and counter-directionally to both pumps.
Frequencies for the cut-off points appear at a lower value in
the case of second-order URFL amplification than they do in
non-laser amplified schemes [19]. In addition, URFLs present a
much steeper slope in the filtering of high frequencies. Hence,
URFL-assisted φOTDR can be expected to present less RIN
noise at high frequencies (above the 10’s of MHz) than typical
first-order Raman amplified ones [10], [11].

Fig. 2 illustrates this issue by comparing the calculated RIN
transfer functions from the Raman pumps to the transmitted and
Rayleigh backreflected signal, for the cases of URFL and first-
order Raman amplification. These traces have been obtained
through numerical simulation, following the model presented in
[19].

This reduction of noise at high frequencies is a key advantage
of the URFL system, as the balanced detection implemented in
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Fig. 3. Characterization of the noise in the electrical spectrum domain of the
signal returning from the fiber when a Raman pump power of 28.5 dBm is
launched on both ends of the FUT without input φOTDR pump using balanced
and direct detection. While balanced detection only presents white noise and
a small peak at 0.2 MHz, the direct detection presents higher noise levels and
periodical structure with peaks every 0.2 MHz.

the setup will provide a better suppression of the common-mode
noise. The power variation of the URFL along the FUT will also
be lower than the power variations of the primary RFL pumps.

The signal back-reflected from the fiber is amplified (using a
micro-EDFA) and then goes through a 100 GHz channel demul-
tiplexer which filters out the channel of the signal (centered at
1547.72 nm) and an adjacent channel (centered at 1548.52 nm),
thus filtering out the ASE added by the micro-EDFA. These
channels are then coupled to the “+” and “−” port of a p-i-n
balanced photodetector with amplification and 100 MHz band-
width. Since the optical paths leading to the “+” and “−” ports
are the same (within 1 cm tolerance), an effective cancelation of
the RIN noise is ensured. The signal was then recorded using a
high-speed digitizer.

Fig. 3 shows the signal returning from the fiber in the electrical
spectrum domain when a 28.5 dBm Raman pump power was
launched on each side of the FUT without input φOTDR pump
for direct and balanced detection. This was observed as the best
Raman pump power for balanced detection (and was later used
for the measurements) since for higher powers the noise of the
signal was observed to increase abruptly, due to strong RIN
transfer from the Raman pumps. As we see, most of the RIN
noise in this case is transferred in a frequency region below
5 MHz, where the balanced detection should be very effective
eliminating the noise. In this case, the overall RIN noise should
be lower than when using a first-order Raman amplified setup
assisted by balanced detection [10], [11], without significantly
increasing the low frequency RIN noise.

As expected, the direct detection performed much worse [10].
A periodical structure was observed, with peaks every 0.2 MHz,
correspondent to the cavity length of the RFL (∼500 m). In
addition, peaks with ∼4 MHz spacing appeared in the electrical
spectrum, corresponding to the cavity round-trip time of the Yb
master pump laser in the RFL.

In the balanced detection case, only white noise and a small
peak at 0.2 MHz (which presented a reduction of ∼30 dB when
compared to the direct case) were observed, for the same Raman

Fig. 4. φOTDR interference signal along the FUT when the Raman pump
power launched on each end of the FUT was 28.5 dBm. In this case, the
φOTDR pump power was chosen as the one ensuring the best performance.
The top figure shows the visibility of the interference signal, computed as V =
(Tm ax − Tm in )/(Tm ax + Tm in ) where Tm ax and Tm in are the maximum
and minimum values of the trace over a window of 500 m.

pump powers. This strong reduction of low frequency noise is
key to the presented setup, as low frequency components are
the most harmful when dealing with vibration detection. This is
due to the fact that low frequency noise introduces noise peaks
in the time-domain signals for given points of the fibre, which
can overlap the vibration signals.

Since balanced detection uses the difference between two
channels, it is expected to present a 3 dB higher noise than
direct detection at high frequencies where the RIN noise is no
longer as much of an issue, or balanced detection is not as
efficient. However, the demonstrated advantages of the strong
reduction of the low frequency RIN noise peaks, far surpass this
drawback in the presented setup.

Fig. 4 shows the φOTDR trace recorded with a Raman pump
power launched on each end of the FUT of 28.5 dBm. The input
φOTDR pump peak power was estimated to be below 10 mW
and was chosen as the highest possible power before the appear-
ance of nonlinearities (mainly MI, which leads to a fast decrease
of the visibility) [6]. This way, the best performance along all
points of the fiber is ensured. As expected, random oscillations
are observed along the trace. The FUT was the same which was
used to test first-order Raman amplification over 125 km [10],
[11] and it consisted of two fiber spools of 50 km and one fiber
spool of 25 km of SMF-28, all linked by optical connectors. Due
to a connector loss at �98 km (estimated in 3 dB) a decrease of
the amplitude of the trace oscillations is observed in that point.
The vibrations were measured immediately after this connec-
tor loss, as it was clearly the worst sensitivity point along the
fiber. Although better results could be obtained if the fiber was
spliced in this point (the amplitude drop of the trace oscillations
would not occur), this loss was kept in order to provide a reliable
comparison of the results using first-order Raman amplification
and the URFL, and also to demonstrate that the system can de-
tect vibrations over 125 km even under non-ideal conditions,
as the vibrations were clearly measured. Another advantage of
using the URFL over first-order Raman amplification is clear as
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the trace presents higher flatness along the fiber under similar
measurement conditions [10], [11]. This ensures the best perfor-
mance as higher amplitude of oscillations and therefore higher
SNR is achieved in the lowest sensitivity point. The visibility
of the φOTDR trace along the FUT, calculated as indicated in
the figure caption, is presented in the top figure. Although the
amplitude of the oscillations of the φOTDR trace varies along
the FUT, the visibility remains close to 1 (even after the con-
nector loss), i.e., the interference does not lose contrast along
the propagation. In this case, the sensor is shown to perform
reliable vibration measurements at any position along the FUT
if reliable vibration measurements are demonstrated in the po-
sition of worst signal level (after the connector loss, around km
98). For this reason, the vibration measurement tests are done
in this position.

III. VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

The procedure used to perform the vibration measurements
was similar to the one used in [10], [11], in order to provide
a reliable comparison of the results using the URFL and first-
order Raman amplification. The power evolution as a function of
time for each point along the FUT was obtained by monitoring
equivalent points in consecutive traces. The FFT of this power
evolution will therefore present the frequencies measured for
each point.

The sampling frequency of our sensor will be the input
φOTDR pump pulse repetition rate, which in this case was
781 Hz. Theoretically, this limits the maximum fiber span to be
monitored to 131 km and the maximum detectable frequency to
390 Hz (Nyquist theorem). As for the Raman and input φOTDR
pump powers they were the same as the ones used in Fig. 4.

As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the position of worst signal level
of the trace (lowest amplitude oscillations of the trace) was after
the connector at km 98. Vibrations were applied to this point by
placing the fiber inside a 2 m long PVC tube with 0.08 m of di-
ameter in which mechanical vibrations of controllable frequency
were applied using a small vibration exciter with a maximum
bare table acceleration of 736 ms-2 (with a 75 g mass attached).
In order to avoid the propagation of vibrations outside the PVC
tube, the fiber was clamped at its exits. Frequencies between
20 Hz and 380 Hz (nearly the theoretical maximum detectable
by the sensor) were applied to the PVC tube and the FFT spec-
tra of the optical power variation recorded by the φOTDR at
this position is presented in Fig. 5. In this case, for the range
of frequencies applied, the estimated displacement of the PVC
tube is estimated to be in the sub-millimeter range. The sensor
was able to successfully detect all the vibration frequencies ap-
plied, presenting peaks with amplitude 6–10 times higher than
the noise level in the rest of the spectrum of the FFT, i.e., a SNR
of 8–10 dB. The presented sensor was therefore able to detected
vibrations until higher frequencies and with a SNR improve-
ment of �4–5 dB when compared to the case where first-order
Raman amplification was used [10], [11], where vibrations of
up to 250 Hz with a SNR of 3–6 dB were detected under similar
measurement conditions.

Fig. 5. FFT spectra of the optical power variation of the φOTDR signal for
consecutive traces in the point of the FUT with minimum signal for applied
frequencies between 20 Hz and 380 Hz, using the same conditions of Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Normalized energy density of vibrations around 20 Hz along the
FUT when a vibration of 20 Hz was applied to the PVC tube (at ∼98.8 km).
The normalized vibration energy density of the frequencies around 20 Hz was
calculated for each fiber position as the RMS of the interval 18–22 Hz (signal)
divided by the RMS of the interval 350 Hz-390 Hz (noise) of the FFT of the
optical power variation of the φOTDR signal. In the inset figure a gaussian
fit of the points where the vibration was detected is shown, presenting 6 m at
FWHM.

The frequency of 50 Hz was also recorded in the vibration
measurements due to the proximity of electrical instruments. It
is important to notice that the presented data does not include any
post-processing and therefore there is room for improvement of
the performance of the sensor if adequate signal processing is
used for specific applications.

Fig. 6 shows the normalized energy of vibrations around
20 Hz, (calculated as indicated in the figure caption) along the
FUT when a vibration of 20 Hz was applied to the PVC tube
(located at �98.8 km). In the points which are not affected by
the vibration, the energy of the vibrations around 20 Hz is com-
parable to the energy of the noise and the normalized vibration
energy is �1. In the points affected by the vibration however,
the energy of the vibrations around 20 Hz is higher than the
noise. In this case, the energy of the vibrations increased by
more than 4 times in the points of the fiber where vibration was
applied. The vibration was applied along 2 m of fiber and an
increase of energy vibration was detected along 11 m of fiber
(98865–98876 m). This means that the resolution without any
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further processing is ∼10 m, as it was expected considering an
input φOTDR pump pulse width of 100 ns.

IV. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, a description of the use of a
φOTDR over an URFL cavity for the distributed detection of
vibrations is presented for the first time. The sensor was able to
measure vibrations of up to 380 Hz (limit set by the time of flight
of light pulses) in a distance of 125 km with a resolution of 10
meters. A clear improvement of the performance of the sensor
both in vibration measuring range and SNR when compared to
vibration measurements using first-order Raman amplification
under similar conditions is demonstrated. The monitoring of
intrusions over large structures such as national borders, military
bases or pipelines are a few of the possible applications for this
sensor.
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